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This memo contains our analysis of the key findings from a survey Victoria Research & Consulting (VRC) recently completed in 
the midwestern counties newly christened “Pivot Counties” – those counties that went for Barack Obama in 2012 and then 
flipped to support Donald Trump in 2016. VRC was interested in knowing more about the political beliefs of the voters in these 
counties, in particular about the remarkable cluster of Pivot Counties around the Upper Mississippi River in four key states: 
Illinois, Iowa, Minnesota, and Wisconsin. For clarity, we decided to include all the Pivot Counties in these 4 states. A full list of 
counties included in the methodology memo; the list was sourced from this CNBC article that has a nifty interactive map. 
 
Since healthcare has been the only major legislative battle of the Trump Presidency thus far, we decided to focus largely on 
healthcare for this study. VRC may conduct other Pivot Counties Polls about other topics later in the year. We were also struck 
by (1) how much the AHCA proposal differed from what Trump said he supported on the stump, and (2) the many parallels 
between campaign statements by Trump on healthcare and the statements of Bernie Sanders. VRC used this latter 
contradiction to probe Pivot Voters’ desires for healthcare in the wake of the failure to pass the AHCA, the Republicans first 
healthcare reform bill. 
 
A full methodology memo can be seen here. In all, 634 surveys were completed with registered voters in the Pivot Counties 
who voted in at least 1 of the last 3 Presidential elections (96% voted in 2016). Questions? donnaV@victoriaresearch.com   

 
MAJOR FINDINGS 

 
Views on Healthcare 
 
In the Pivot Counties, Trump’s worst job ratings are on healthcare – the only major issue that has had a 
legislative proposal put forth in his first 100 days. 
 

• Only 31% of Pivot Voters approve of how Donald Trump is handling healthcare; even among Trump 
voters, only 58% approve of his handling of healthcare. 
 

• A 31% approval rating is hardly better than the national average of 29% approval on Trump’s handling 
of healthcare in the same timeframe. 

http://www.cnbc.com/heres-a-map-of-the-us-counties-that-flipped-to-trump-from-democrats/
MEMO-Methodology_PivotCountiesPoll_Healthcare_April2017_VictoriaResearch.docx
mailto:donnaV@victoriaresearch.com
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Pivot Voters are more supportive of progressive, single-payer healthcare statements than they are of Trump 
the candidate’s healthcare statements – and those Trump statements were considerably more moderate than 
the failed AHCA proposal. We were struck by the similarities between candidates’ Sanders and Trump on 
healthcare rhetoric during the campaign, so we used this survey to test 4 quotes from Trump and 4 quotes from 
Sanders on similar themes. The speaker was not identified to the respondents; they were simply asked the 
extent to which they agreed or disagreed with “some statements that have been made by different politicians 
about healthcare in the U.S.” [In some instances we made minor edits to the quotes to make them more concise 
and to excise some rhetorical “tells” in the way Sanders and Trump speak]. 
 

• Sixty-nine percent of Trump voters in the Pivot Counties agreed with a Sanders quote that attacked 
the “rip-offs” of the pharmaceutical companies. Both Trump and Sanders receive their greatest support 
when they are attacking pharmaceutical pricing – but the Sanders statement still outperforms the 
Trump statement overall, with 53% of all Pivot Voters strongly agreeing with the Sanders quote below, 
compared to only 47% strongly agree for the Trump quote. While Trump voters gave the Trump quote 
stronger support, the overall conclusion is that the appeal of both statements is quite high across the 
board, no matter which candidate they supported in 2016.  
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• The other 3 statements on healthcare by Trump bombed, with all 3 scoring much lower than all of the 
Sanders’ quotes. The “strongly agree” responses, the best indicator of intensity, were all less than 25% 
on the remaining 3 Trump quotes. And for each quote, more Pivot Voters strongly disagreed with 
Trump’s sentiments than strongly agreed. Ironically, Trump’s claim that “Everybody has got to be 
covered. I am going to take care of everybody…” was driven down by the Trump voters, 52% of whom 
disagree with that statement. 
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• The remaining 3 very progressive, even radical statements about healthcare taken from Sanders 
speeches all were overwhelmingly supported in the Pivot Counties, ranging from 75% to 68% total 
agreement.   
 

• Majorities of Trump voters agreed with every one of the Sanders statements on healthcare. 

 

 

 
 

We conclude that the Pivot Counties show no evidence of being likely to support Republican efforts on 
healthcare reform – certainly not what was packaged into the AHCA, nor what is likely to be added or changed 
when the House puts forth an AHCA version 2. They may have supported Trump’s rhetoric about healthcare 
reform on the campaign trail, especially when he talked about going after the pharmaceutical companies, but 
Trump’s rhetoric is pretty far from the reality of the GOP bill. 
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In contrast, there is much more uniform support for an aggressively pro-patient, single-payer advocacy in 
these swing Pivot Counties than many would think. VRC intentionally tested quotes from Sanders that were 
stridently mentioning “health care for all,” “eliminat[ing] private health insurance premiums and payments,” 
and “a Medicare for all single payer system.” Pivot County voters across the political spectrum agreed with 
these statements. VRC also intentionally tried to separate these issue positions from Sanders himself by quoting 
him anonymously, because our goal was to gauge sentiment on Democrats’ potential healthcare positions going 
forward, not to evaluate Sanders or the Sanders campaign. But it is undeniable that Sanders’ remarks about 
healthcare during the 2016 campaign continue to have resonance, and in fact, may paradoxically be positions 
that voters are more receptive to now than they were when the ACA was being debated or even in last year’s 
campaign. Given the floundering Republican efforts on healthcare, more Pivot Voters may be coming around to 
a single-payer option.  
 
Views on The Current Quality of Their Healthcare  
 
Another goal for this survey was to compare the opinions of Pivot Voters with national averages from the recent 
polling of other organizations, in order to evaluate whether these voters are more or less conservative than the 
national average, and whether these Pivot Counties in the Midwest are truly “lost” to Democrats for the long 
term, as has been widely speculated since November.  
 
Our first comparison on healthcare was taken from The Quinnipiac Poll conducted March 2 – 6 and released 
March 8, 2017 (https://poll.qu.edu/national/release-detail?ReleaseID=2437). Rather than getting bogged down 
in the repeal and replace rhetoric, VRC replicated a Quinnipiac question about voter confidence that Trump and 
the Republicans could come up with a replacement that was “as good or better than Obamacare.” There was 
little difference between the national results and the results from Pivot Voters, although we should note that 
the national poll was conducted before the AHCA bill was pulled, and that timing could account for the weaker 
“very confident” responses in the Pivot Counties as much or more than the composition of the survey sample.  
 

• In any case, we can state that today Pivot Voters are not very confident that there will be a successful 
healthcare reform; 50% of Pivot Voters are either “not so confident” or “not confident at all” that 
Republicans have a better plan. Thirteen percent are very confident that Republicans will do better, and 
33% are “somewhat confident.”  
 

• Given that the question mentions Trump’s efforts, it is little surprise that this result really spikes among 
Trump Voters, with 82% either very or somewhat confident they will succeed. 

 

 

https://poll.qu.edu/national/release-detail?ReleaseID=2437
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The second comparison was made to an item from a national poll by CNN/ORC, conducted March 1-4, 2017 
(http://www.cnn.com/2017/03/07/politics/health-care-replacement-poll/) attempting to gauge whether voters are 
personally satisfied with their current healthcare situation. 
 

• Pivot Voters are more satisfied with their quality of care, insurance coverage, and total cost of their 
healthcare than the national average.  

 

• Both nationally and in the Pivot Counties, lop-sided majorities are not satisfied with “the total cost of 
healthcare in this country.”  

 
 
Views on Political Figures  
 
Our feeling thermometer series gauged Pivot Voters’ feelings towards Trump, Sanders, Clinton, and the 
governors of the four  included states.  
 

• Trump’s ratings were 49% favorable and 49% unfavorable feelings towards him; Hillary Clinton’s 
ratings were 41% favorable to 56% unfavorable (Trump’s job rating as President was an identical 49% 
excellent/good to 49% not so good/poor). 
 

• Among the governors, the only one who gets a favorable rating from a majority of voters in his own 
state’s Pivot Counties is liberal Democrat Mark Dayton of Minnesota. The other governors are not 
doing terribly, but given that these counties were cherry-picked specifically because they were lost in 
2016, it is further indication that one Trump vote does not make a systemic rejection of Democrats.  

 

• Bernie Sanders garnered the highest overall favorable ratings, with 54% of all Pivot Voters viewing 
him favorably and only 35% unfavorably. One-quarter (26%) of Trump voters view Sanders favorably 
(62% unfavorable). 

  

http://www.cnn.com/2017/03/07/politics/health-care-replacement-poll/
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Views on Trump’s Job Performance on Other Issues  
 
We took one final comparison to national job performance ratings for Trump on specific issues, also from The 
Quinnipiac Poll, this one released on April 19th (https://poll.qu.edu/national/release-detail?ReleaseID=2452).  
 
 

• Pivot Voters give higher approval ratings than the national average for Donald Trump on 3 issues: 
terrorism, the economy, and immigration. And while their Trump rating on immigration is higher than 
the national average, it is still net negative – 46% of Pivot voters approve of his handling of immigration, 
while 48% disapprove.   

 

 
 

Conclusions 
 

• It is our view that these counties are not “lost” to Democrats. In a race between Donald Trump and 
Hillary Clinton, more of these Pivot Voters chose Trump. That’s it. The “Pivot” they have made is from 
one change candidate (Obama) to another change candidate (Trump in 2016). Hillary Clinton, with her 
long resume of experience in politics, had little ability to position herself as a change agent. 
 

• Pivot Voters currently support Trump the most on the economy and on terrorism, and those opinions 
may change as the Trump presidency progresses. This section of the Midwest was struggling 
economically before the 2008 crash, and their recovery has been modest since then. Just because they 
have hopes that Trump can shake up and revive the economy does not mean that they are with him, or 
Republicans, on all issues – and they certainly aren’t with Republicans on healthcare reform. 
 

• Ideology is NOT a linear concept, wherein a voter believes x on one issue, and therefore will also believe 
y on another issue, and that leads to a sure vote (for either a Democrat or a Republican). Pivot County 
voters picked Trump despite their reservations about him and his behavior, and largely because of 
economic and terrorism concerns. But they are not at all sure he will deliver. 

https://poll.qu.edu/national/release-detail?ReleaseID=2452
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• Politically, our view is that both Sanders and Trump came across as fairly angry candidates who wanted 
to shake things up, and that has an appeal in these Pivot Counties. But just as they pivoted from Obama 
to Trump looking for an answer, they may do so again – and the Republican establishment’s proposals 
on healthcare could have a very negative impact on them. 
 

• The Republicans face huge risks in this region on healthcare reform. As they lean towards their base in 
order to get a passable bill in the House, they are far afield from what Donald Trump promised on the 
campaign trail – and even further from the views of these Pivot Voters, who are most enthusiastic about 
strongly progressive statements on healthcare.  
 

• Democrats in this region will need to provide a clear contrast on issues that matter to Pivot Voters’ 
pocketbooks, and the growing support for a single-payer solution is certainly a stark contrast that has 
surprisingly strong support. And once Republicans are done hacking away at the social safety net in 
order to cut taxes for the wealthiest Americans, the disparity between what candidate Trump promised 
and what President Trump delivered may come crashing down on them. 
 

• We lost in these Pivot Counties in 2016, bigly. But that is no reason for Democrats to lose their nerve, 
or their ideals. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• To see the entire questionnaire wording and topline results, click here. 

• Methodology memo, click here. 

• Crosstabulations, click here. 

https://tinyurl.com/kl4pkdo
MEMO-Methodology_PivotCountiesPoll_Healthcare_April2017_VictoriaResearch.docx
https://tinyurl.com/kxdxg77

